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A successful framework for museums dealing with race relations doesn’t exist. We have to imagine and activate it. – Aleia Brown, #Museumsrespondtoferguson, tweet July 11, 2015 @aleiabrown
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Aleia Brown, “Another Case for Museums as Public Forums,” Public History Commons, April 15, 2015,
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Dr. Johnnetta Betsch Cole: 2015 AAM General Session Keynote Address https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TmROOwIIVYM


Damon Davis, “In the Face of White Male Privilege Run Amok, a Plea for Artistic Responsibility,” Hyperallergic, September 28, 2016
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Exhibition: “Movement Is Rising: Journey of #BlackLivesMatter” at Museum of Impact


Being Anti-Racist, Not Non-Racist https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/withoutprejudice/201601/beingantiracistnotnonracist


Fighting for Inclusion http://museumtwo.blogspot.com/2015/09/fightingforinclusion.html
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